
100 Scariest Things on the Planet

Anna Claybourne

Presents information about scary 

things and events, both real and

imaginary, including alien encounters,

deadly creatures, and real-life

monsters.

Frightlopedia

Julie Winterbottom

An encyclopedia of everything scary,

creepy, and spine-chilling, from

arachnids to zombies. Each entry

includes a "Fright Meter" measurement

from 1 to 3, because while being scared

is fun, everyone has their limit.

Don’t Read This Book Before Bed

Anna Claybourne

Brave enough to hear the truth about

some pretty freaky phenomena? Then

cuddle up with this spooky spine-

tingler, filled with delightfully frightful

true stories of real-life monsters,

doomed domains, menacing mysteries,

strange disappearances, and so much

more.
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Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark

Alvin Schwartz

Drawn from the oral traditions of

American folklore, these ghost stories

and tales of weird happenings, witches,

and graveyards have startling, funny, or

surprising endings.
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Recommended
Reads

Scary

MORE SCARY BOOKS 

YOU MAY LIKE:
Out to Get You  I  Allen

The Forgotten Girl  I  Brown

Coraline  I  Gaiman

The Girl in the Locked Room  I  Hahn

The Bone Garden  I  Kassner

Goosebumps  I  Stein

Lockwood & Co  I  Stroud

That’s okay! We all read at our own

pace and have our own likes and

dislikes. A librarian can help you find

a book that you will love. Ask us!

“These books aren’t
my thing!"
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Eerie Elementary: The

School is Alive!

Jack Chabert

Sam Graves discovers that his

elementary school is alive and plotting

against the students, and, as hall

monitor, it is his job to protect them--

but he will need some help from his

friends.

Notebook of Doom: Rise

of the Balloon Goons

Troy Cummings

Alexander has just moved into

Stermont, but the elementary school is

being torn down, his new classroom is

located in the hospital morgue, a

notebook he finds is full of information

about monsters--and everywhere he

turns there are spooky balloon men

determined to attack him.

A Properly Unhaunted Place

William Alexander

In a world full of ghosts, Rosa and

Jasper live in the only unhaunted town-

-but must spring to action when they

realize the ghosts are lying in wait to

take the town back
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Small Spaces

Katherine Arden

After eleven-year-old Ollie's school bus

mysteriously breaks down on a field trip,

she has to take a trip through scary

woods, and must use all of her wits to

survive. She must stick to small spaces.
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The Jumbies

Tracey Baptiste

Eleven-year-old Corinne must call on her

courage and an ancient magic to stop an

evil spirit and save her island home.
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The Night Gardener

Jonathan Auxier

Irish orphans Molly and Kip travel to

England to work as servants in a

crumbling manor house where nothing is

quite what it seems to be, and soon the

siblings are confronted by a mysterious

stranger and secrets of the cursed house.
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Doll Bones

Holly Black

Zach, Alice, and Poppy, friends from a

Pennsylvania middle school who have

long enjoyed acting out imaginary

adventures with dolls and action figures,

embark on a real-life quest to Ohio to

bury a doll made from the ashes of a

dead girl.
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The Peculiar Incident on

Shady Street

Lindsay Currie

When lights start flickering and

temperatures suddenly drop, twelve-year-

old Tessa Woodward, sensing her new

house may be haunted, recruits some

new friends to help her unravel the

mystery of who or what is trying to

communicate with her and why.
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Watch Hollow

Gregory Funaro

When a mysterious stranger makes their

father an offer to fix the clock at Blackford

House, Lucy and Oliver Tinker join forces

with the magical clock animals to defeat a

vicious monster, who wants to take

possession of the house.. 
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The Inn Between

Marina Cohen

During a long car trip, best friends Quinn

and Kara explore the strange and creepy

goings-on at a remote Nevada inn when

Kara's family stops for the night.
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Spirit Hunters

Ellen Oh

Harper doesn't trust her new home from

the moment she steps inside, and the

rumors are that the Raine family's new

house is haunted. Harper isn't sure she

believes those rumors, until her younger

brother, Michael, starts acting strangely.
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City of Ghosts

Victoria Schwab

Ever since her near-fatal drowning,

Cassidy has been able to pull back the

"Veil" that separates the living from the

dead and see ghosts, not that she

wants to, and she was really looking

forward to a ghost-free summer at the

beach; however her parents are going

to start filming a TV series about the

world's most haunted places.
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